
and telling of a golden hair monkey and how he was forced to leave because of his

08098: "getting inspired by one of my favorite animals seen in many documentaries 

colours"

dimensions  left  behind  in  previous  paintings  with  a  bit  of  a  twist  and  simple 

let her play on the upper floor while i paint and recovering a bit of the three 

07154: "bad weather outside so keeping in the house with little livia and try to 

doom to disappear"

accepting to do my ultimate installation in the mountains using normal iron thus 

accepting both my isolated situation taking care of my children as well as also 

natural  park  of  culemborg  to  the  east  and  now  coming  to  term  to  myself  mostly 

09091: "still pushing livia on the stroller and walking mostly around the nice 

around the world with some minor natural calamities"

accidentally poisoned liquor and also reading about other terror related attacks 

tension  between  pakistan  and  india  and  how  many  people  there  died  drinking  an 

about  the  actual  casualties  happening  around  the  world  and  reading  about  the 

12161: "again finding it hard to dig in the political and the gossip news to read 

simple shape with only a blue drop coming down and no circular spots"

project now that i am merging all files into single month files and keeping a very 

07153: "painting executed again relaxing a bit from all the editing work of my 

going vertically through it"

it even in my arms to finish the simple painting with a sudden block of the flow 

to paint with livia standing on my legs also wanting to hold the brush and keeping 

07152: "dedicating most of my time to partition my project and now taking breaks 

walking around with livia in the dutch countryside and our small city"

getting  ideas  traveling  back  to  culemborg  through  nuremberg  and  getting  ideas 

with the rain outside getting still ideas related to our small baby and also now 

14135:  "period  spent  in  the  mountains  with  my  family  and  spending  days  inside 

managing to meet her and photograph her right before her death"

and her uncle at the birthday of her grandmother becoming the oldest of breda and 

university and meeting my girlfriend's relatives such as her brother's girlfriends 

10123: "meeting people in the stockholm dormitory where i sleep to teach at the 

in the evenings"

also working heard merging all the parts of my project into month files especially 

to work on my project and back in the netherlands resuming to look after livia and 

and photographing while exploring the city but also waking up very early every day 

going to berlin and doing little domestic activities there mostly mostly filming 

house  doing  pretty  normal  domestic  tasks  as  well  as  working  on  my  project  till 

01182: "a period spent firstly in the netherlands taking care of livia and the 



the zimbabwe cyclone and so forth"

almost by accident getting to know about sinking killing migrants in morocco and 

about the air crash in ethiopia and the islamophobic shooting in new zeland but 

ones which i accidentally read or hear from minor channels so reading several days 

evening news but really once again finding certain news taking over all the minor 

12162:   "reading   the   news   regularly   every   morning   and   at   times   watching   the 

films taken using canals as lines to the vanishing point"

occasions otherwise filming both in the city and in the countryside with several 

now   even   filming   under   the   rain   particularly   when   visiting   utrecht   on   two 

13175: "filming mostly in culemborg with a weather getting increasingly worst and 

words like of the pinocchio song i am teaching her"

myrthe to livia and even now having the latter trying to sing along filling up 

listening to songs driving by car to utrecht and listening to the songs sang by 

silly   movie   about   freddy   mercury   and   listening   to   several   queen   songs   also 

while at the dentist getting my teeth cleaned and later also trying to watch a 

03116:  "back  in  holland  still  singing  songs  to  livia  and  hearing  cheesy  songs 

around culemborg and also in utrecht until the bad weather got us indoor"

building there till at last coming back to holland and walking a lot with livia 

driving  out  of  berlin  to  check  an  old  sanatorium  walking  around  the  abandoned 

august even making it to the berlin zoo and later on top of the hell mountain and 

part  and  walking  this  path  several  time  with  livia  and  myrthe  and  later  also 

the way to the south east trashy part and then back through the western tourist 

05132: "walking extensively in berlin going from the north east of the city all 

wind forcing livia and i to keep mostly at home"

experiencing some nice weather till at last several days in a row with a powerful 

town  where  it  channels  in  the  high  buildings  and  then  going  back  to  holland 

18128: "at first in berlin being experiencing the wind only in the new parts of 

blue flow in a red background"

only those resulting from the initial scribble now interrupting and recovering the 

the spring of twenty years ago in my native mountains with no circular shapes but 

07155: "making an interesting painting almost similar to those i used to do in 

bad start of the spring with a lot of wind and rain"

and at last some sun back in the netherlands but only for a few days followed by a 

16132: "a nice weather traveling to berlin and then back with some very cold days 

blond twin sister"

dark hair unconsciously thinking of my situation among blond people and also of my 


